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Kliff Kingsbury House: Inside $4.5 million Mansion  In Paradise Valley




 December 20, 2023
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Kliff Kingsbury house: Have you ever imagined becoming a head coach of an NFL team and do you think of its advantages?
This definitely includes the ability to afford a multi-million dollar mansion. Since the 2020 NFL Draft, Kliff Kingsbury’s footballer’s house demonstrated how much fun it can be to mentor the Cardinals for a time period. His winning house in Paradise Valley. Cardinals owner Michael Bidwill also lives in Paradise Valley.
When the pandemic strikes, players are forced to stay indoors and wait it out. Various networking software was required to make their selections. As a result, one gained insight into the working lives of these coaches. However, much of the conversation centered on Arizona Cardinals head coach Kliff Kingsbury’s opulent home.
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He sees his NFL draft counterparts in even more modest digs and more relaxed gear before the coronavirus pandemic causes the league to reconsider its plans. This year’s virtual WFH draught, which was originally scheduled for Las Vegas, Nevada, before the coronavirus pandemic prompted the league to revise its plans.
Kliff Kingsbury showed off just how nice being the coach of the Cardinals are often before the 2020 NFL Draft ,And this big fame news now that Kliff Kingsbury, the Arizona Cardinals current head coach, has also moved. His winning house in Paradise Valley, Arizona is almost 4.45 million dollars according to reports.
The 39-year-old Texas native was hired as the Arizona Cardinals coach in January and recently relocated to his new town with staff. This home has many viral videos on social media platforms where you all are crazy grab this kind of architecture to build your own house
Sneak Peek in Kliff Kingsbury House
On more than an acre of land, Kliff Kingsbury’s custom-built contemporary estate was completed in 2017. It measures 7,200 square feet.
A lower price had been agreed upon after Kingsbury negotiated down from the original $4.45 million. The house is located in Paradise Valley, a small town of 15,000 people nestled between Phoenix and Scottsdale.
This region is well-known for its five-star hotels and multi-million dollar estates, among other things. Architect Ilan Pivko designed Kliff Kingsbury’s home, and it exudes class. It’s a unique quality in an NFL draft coach, as most of them look like they’ve just rolled out of bed.
View of Location and Spacing
The upscale setting appears to be a winning strategy. Thanks to the elegant architectural style of Ilan Pivko, any space in the back of the Kliff Kingsbury’s residence has a view of Camelback Mountain.
The highlight of the backyard is a resort style backyard pool and spa. New plantings, grassy lawns, and palm trees are just a few of the landscaping luxuries. According to the listing information, the house’s interior includes a “palatial” master suite with an “over-the-top” spa.
Kliff Kingsbury’s house has a gourmet chef’s kitchen with an island and top-of-the-line appliances. New construction in Arizona’s most affluent city also has the advantage of being close to State Farm Stadium.
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There was no time for jealousy to set in after the Cardinals tweeted a picture of their coach’s mansion. The Kansas City Chiefs Patrick Mahomes was mute.
In any case, Kingsbury agreed to alter his look slightly for the photoshoot. Even though it’s a beautiful house, the Cardinals coach Kliff goes above and beyond by meticulously organizing everything.
Consider lighting a fire in the middle of a sweltering Arizona summer, for example. Arizona is blessed with wonderful weather for the majority of the year. Because of this, the backyard should serve as an extension of the interior living spaces.
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Kliff Kingsbury’s house is a dream come true for anyone who sees it. In Arizona, the fire pit is lit in the middle of the day, early in the morning, so that Kingsbury can show off his biceps a little more on television.
The overall look and feel are clean, sleek, and uncluttered. Even if you find it uninviting, I can’t help but wish this was my house.
Design of Pool and Outdoors of Kliff Kingsbury House
The swimming pool at Kliff Kingsbury’s estate is enormous, rectangular, and includes a separate spa. The outdoor entertaining area includes a low-profile fire pit, an outdoor pavilion with a pool bath, and a gourmet kitchen with a barbecue and several refrigeration units.
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Kliff Kingsbury’s house architecture is enhanced by the use of hardscape and turf in a neat grid pattern. The backyard of Kingsbury, which included a fire pit.
Nothing about the outdoor kitchen’s bluestone centerpiece, which is centered between columns, was appealing to anyone.
This Space Is Ideal for Working from Home Because of The Amazing View, but What Else Makes It So?
There are floor-to-ceiling exterior glass walls on both the front and back of Kliff Kingsbury’s home. The doors act as a seamless transition between the interior and exterior of the building.
The picture’s fireplace was intended to serve as the room’s focal point. This serves as a guide for where various pieces of furniture and televisions are situated throughout the large area.
What Else Is Going on In This Room, Besides What We’ve Heard on Twitter?
The full-height, double-sided glass wine enclosure can be seen from the dining room. The wine cellar, which can hold over 500 bottles, is obscured by the subject’s hat.
It’s worth noting that Kliff Kingsbury’s house has an impressive bathroom as well! As a result of incorporating the natural landscape, every room in the house has a spectacular finish includong living room.
This is clad in high-end materials like glass, steel, marble, and oak. Interiors with large windows and bright, open layouts maximize the amount of natural light that enters the room.
Additionally to the spacious living room where Kingsbury was encamped, there was the view into the backyard, which featured an enormous outdoor kitchen, a firepit within the middle of the yard and a breath-taking view of Camelback Mountain
Because of the spaciousness and high ceilings, there are no obstructions to the views from anywhere in the building. Kliff Kingsbury house was designed in a modernist style that seamlessly integrates art and architecture.
So don’t get goosebumps now after reading about this exclusive mansion.
Frequently Asked Questions
Where does Kingsbury live? 
Kliff Kingsbury lives in a beautiful house situated in the upscale Paradise Valley neighborhood in Arizona. This area is renowned for its luxurious residences and breathtaking scenery.
How much did Kliff Kingsbury pay for his house? 
Kingsbury paid $4.45 million for the house in March 2019, a few months after the Cardinals hired him.
Does Kliff Kingsbury still get paid? 
Kliff Kingsbury is still under contract with the Arizona Cardinals for the next five years. However, because he has taken a job at USC, the Cardinals will likely only have to pay him the amount that bridges the gap between his original salary with the Cardinals and what he’ll earn at USC.
How much is Kliff Kingsbury contract extension worth?
Although we don’t have the precise figures, there have been reports suggesting that Kliff Kingsbury’s contract was worth approximately $5.5 million annually. On March 2, 2022, Kingsbury inked a six-year extension that would have kept him with the team until 2027. Unfortunately, he was let go just a year into his new contract.
Who designed Kliff Kingsbury’s house?
Kliff Kingsbury’s house was designed by renowned architect Mark Candelaria of Candelaria Design Associates.
Latest Update (June 2023)
The new head coach of the Arizona Cardinals, Jonathan Gannon, made a big move during the offseason by purchasing a stunning $10 million home in Paradise Valley last month. The Gannon family bought this 6,775-square-foot house near Scottsdale and McDonald roads in May.
This impressive property, set on an acre of land, boasts six bedrooms and eight bathrooms. It comes complete with luxurious amenities such as a heated pool, a fire pit with waterfalls, and 13-foot glass walls that seamlessly blend indoor and outdoor living spaces.
Interestingly, the house didn’t even make it to the market. Joan Levinson, representing the Gannon family, quickly negotiated the purchase while the property was still under construction. The house itself is a new build from 2021, and it was sold for $1.7 million. The original home on the property, a much smaller 1,875-square-foot house, dates back to 1950.
Comparatively, Gannon’s new home is more extravagant than the one owned by the former Cardinals coach, Kliff Kingsbury, who purchased a Paradise Valley mansion for $4.5 million in 2019.
Jonathan Gannon’s move to the Cardinals came with a 5-year coaching contract signed in February.
Kliff Kingsbury House’s Tour
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Home Base Project TeamAt The Home Base Project, we offer practical, real-life tips and inspiration about DIY, decorating and gardening.
The Home Base Project provide the best information about home renovation and design, connecting home design enthusiasts and home professionals across the world.
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The Home Base Project is a state of the art home decor brand for home services, DIY, home improvement, housekeeping, and more.
We work with home service professionals in various industries for the optimum solutions.
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